The Problem:
The close out of every building project, or what the industry calls the “punch” process, is the unruly process of identifying every aspect of a project that needs attention or repair before the building is turned over to the clients.

Historically, creating a punch-list is a labor intensive, paper-based process that involves one or more individuals inspecting the new construction, making notes about incomplete or damaged components and then assigning a resource to attend to it.

The Solution:
PUNCH-n-DONE  A point and click mobile app that allows construction workers to easily capture, assign and manage punchlists

Features and Functionality
➤ Create and Update punchlist items
➤ Search and Sort punch item or resource
➤ Assign resources to make repairs
➤ Point and click to reduce errors
➤ Archive for future reference

“Ultimately this is a huge game changer...a major time and money saver!”

Erich Widmer - Rafn Company Superintendent
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